danish design

About bObles
When architect, Bolette Blaedel, went on maternity
leave with her first child, she found it difficult to
find children’s furniture that encouraged play and
movement, and at the same time lived up to her
love for danish design. she soon joined forces with
her sister, designer, Louise Blaedel, and a creative
idea began to flourish: What if they could design
furniture that stimulated children’s imagination
through play, while developing their motor skills?
the idea of bObles tumbling furniture was born.
Since the first tumbling furniture saw the light
of day in 2006, bObles has been internationally
recognized and honored with several design
awards, but the mission has stayed the same: to
make furnitire that motivates children to move.

Crocodile
bObles Crocodile is full of fun and movement. The
child can take a walk up the staircase, climb the
mountain when it is turned upside down, or slide
down the tummy of the Crocodile. Both balance
and coordination skills are trained, when the child
is crawling, walking or standing on the Crocodile. If
you have two of them, they can lie in extension of
each other, side by side, on top of each other, or be
used as circus stilts.

Crocodile h 18, l 60, w 24 cm

elephant
bObles Elephant encourages creative play that
stimulates and challenges the child's motor skills.
The child can go on an adventure with the Elephant
and tilt from side to side and back and forth
through the savanna, or surf on its feet through the
wild waves of the ocean. The Elephant is also great
for children of all ages to lie across on the stomach
or the back. Both coordination and balance is
trained on the Elephant.

Elephant h 31, l 55, w 24 cm

chicken
bObles Chicken has endless play functions. The
baby can lie on the tummy and hug it, while neck
and back is strengthened, and the small child can
spread its wings and fly from side to side. The
tilting Chicken is also fun for the older child or the
adult to balance on with one or both legs. Chicken
loves to be tumbled with and it stimulates and
challenges the balance, whether you are young or
old.

Chicken h 11, l 26, w 24 cm			

Fish
bObles Fish comes in two sizes, that both provide
an ocean of play opportunities. The child can play
‘catch a fish’ by rolling and chasing it, sit on the
rounded part and be in movement, or swim down
the wild river by rolling across the Fish on the
stomach, strengthening the back and neck. The Fish
is also great as a seat enhancer at the dining table.
If you have two or more you can build different
heights. bObles Fish can be combined with the
Worm.

Fish d 30, h 24 cm			
Small Fish d 30, h 12 cm			

worm
bObles Worm is rounded in the end, which gives
freedom to move around. The child can rock and tilt
on the worm when sitting on it, strengthening the
back and overall posture. It is also fun to sit across
it and twist around, or lie on the stomach and move
back and forth across the wiggling Worm. The Worm
is not only for children, as adults can benefit too
when using it as an alternative office chair with a
Fish on top.

bObles worm is
rounded in the end

Worm d 30, h 40 cm			

turtle
bObles Turtle has a flat surface and a rounded end,
which gives endless opportunities for stimulating
play. The child can jump from island to island in
the big ocean, play the floor is lava, or balance on
the top of the hill. The turtle can also be used as a
balance board and tilting chair for the older child
or adult. The balance is challenged and developed
on the rocking shell, which can tilt in any direction
whether the child is sitting, standing or lying across
it.

Turtle d 37, h 12 cm			

anteater
bObles Anteater is four tumbling animals in one.
Two of them can tilt, two of them can stand
still. Simply by sitting, walking or standing on
the Anteater, the child’s body awareness is
stimulated. The four parts can build endless play
universes; as a lovely table and chair set for the
tea party, a challenging obstacle course the child
can crawl over and under, or as stair steps to
the highest mountain. The Anteater is ideal where
space is limited, as it can easily be stacked.

Anteater h 42, l 47, w 24

duckling
bObles Duckling comes in two sizes that each
motivates movement and new ways to play. The
child can tilt through the big waves of the ocean,
balance on the back of the Duckling and surf,
or lie across on the stomach. Flip the Duckling
and you have a challenging balance bridge the
child can walk on or lie across. Both balance and
coordination skills are being trained. Duckling loves
to be tumbled with, and if you have two or more,
they can be stacked to different seating heights.

Duckling h 31, l 36, w 24 cm
Small Duckling h 31, l 36, w 12 cm

roller
bObles Roller is a movable and fast board with
wheels. The child can sit and move forward in any
direction like a wild racing car, or lie on the stomach
and swim smoothly up and down the stream like
a little fish. The whole body is stimulated, when the
child is tumbling on the Roller. Combine Roller with
another tumbling furniture piece and you have a
moving vehicle full of fun.

Roller h 6, l 55, w 25 cm

donut
bObles Donut comes in two sizes and has a lot of
movement, both when the child is tumbling or want
to relax. The child can lie comfortably across the
lively Donut on the stomach or sit and bounce up
and down. With a single jump, and Donut is moving
ahead with full speed. Press the elastic Donut into
the floor and you create a vacuum that makes it
stand still. If you have two or more you can place
them on top of each other. Donut encourages
creative play, and it can also jump and roll.

Donut d 45-50, h 25 cm			
Small Donut d 33-35, h 18 cm 		

the happy
development
bObles has made five Tumbling Icons that
represent natural and basic elements in a
child’s motor skill development. Playing and
having a happy body is the basis for bObles’
Tumbling Icons.
Movement should be wonderful and fun, and
generally a child can never be too active. As
the child is growing up, movement should be
the central element in the child’s motor skill
development – and most of all the child’s
happy development.
Bodily challenges generate bodily experience,
which leads to a happy body. We call this ”The
Happy Development”.
Welcome to bObles Tumbling Icons.

Louise Hærvig

- Children’s physiotherapist

lie on the stomach
A strong back serves as an important basis for
the child’s further development. This applies for
the small child who should lie on the stomach, but
also for the older child. One of the best things you
can do is to set up conditions that help the child to
progress and at the same time maintain a strong
back.

roll, creep, crawl
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stand up and walk
Get up, stand up! The small child often begins
standing up on the parents lap, but it takes a lot of
practice before the child feels confident and the
first independent steps are taken. It takes muscle
strength in the legs and a well-developed balance
to walk. When the child is bending and stretching
the knees while standing, it is pure muscle and
balance training. The older child needs to practice
over and over in order to achieve walking skills.
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If the child has a strong back, it is much easier
to roll. Rolling over is one of the child’s first steps
towards becoming mobile, and in combination with
the child’s curiosity, the child will soon be able to
creep and crawl. One of the best things you can do
to encourage the child to move around, is to create
playful universes of different heights with objects
that have light and sound. The older child should
continue to roll, creep, and crawl,
as it is super beneficial for the
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child’s body awareness.
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jump
Jumping is wonderful because it is the closest
thing we get to flying. Children of all ages, and even
adults too, benefit from taking on this challenge.
There are endless ways we can jump and land. The
more we jump, the more we learn about our bodies
and what they are capable of - and the more fun it
gets.
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balance
The balance has an influence on everything the
body does. The small child’s balance is stimulated
with every move and every level change. When
the child is able to move around without help, the
balance is both stimulated and challenged. The
more confidence the child has in its balance, the
more the child will challenge it.
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Tumbling
Time
bObles is creative play, motor skill development
and happy children with their parents. We roll,
crawl, jump and balance and gain a happy body.
With body awareness, children have an easier time
learning, they function better socially and feel more
confident. Welcome to Tumbling Time with bObles.

Learn more about Tumbling Time on
www.bObles.com
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